A Brief Note for Our Still Utterly Clueless Military

By Anna Von Reitz
The British Royal Family is GERMAN.
It has been GERMAN since Victoria married Albert of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, Prince of Wettin, on
February 10, 1840.
Ask yourselves --- what happened when a Queen married in the nineteenth century? Her husband
owned her and all her property. Prince Albert became the de facto owner of Britain, because he
owned Victoria.
The power of the British Monarchy and everything else resides in the House of Wettin to this day.
The British aristocracy and the German aristocracy were one-in-the-same during both the First and
Second World Wars. Two faces of the same coin.
That's why you get those photos of the King and Queen Mother giving the Nazi salute, and the
young Elizabeth wearing a Nazi armband, and come to think of it, why in blazes does Reinhard
Heydrich, Himmler's Second-in-Command bear such a striking resemblance to Prince Charles?
Military intelligence? You dolts couldn't find your way out of a paper bag with a 10,000 Lumen LED
Flashlight and a Guide Dog.
The problem is not and has never been "the Russians".
The problem is now and has always been the Nazis. You are still fighting the fricking Nazis, and you
don't even have sense enough to know that, because they have British accents and wear tweed
suits.
Bless me, I am disgusted with all of you.
It's not Russian interference.
It's British interference. Which in this case means German interference.
Where did that famous "Russian" Dossier come from? Oh, a Brit. Christopher Steele.
Who actually interfered with all our past elections going back to 1860? Oh, the Brits.
Who substituted their "State of State" organizations for ours--without telling anyone, of course? Oh,
the Brits.
Who screwed up the entire Middle East? Oh, the Brits.

Wake to bloody hell up.
If a Great-Grandma from Big Lake, Alaska, has to tell you this stuff and shove it up your noses, what
good are you?
A bunch of fancy-dressed flat-asses who are adept at running drugs and money laundering and
nothing else on the face of the Earth?
The Problem is not the Russians. It hasn't been the Russians ever since 1840, and it's still not the
Russians now.
If you don't grasp that simple, straight forward, obvious, 100% true and verifiable FACT, my next
suggestion to you is to get serious about your GERMAN language studies and bone up fast.
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